
Thursday 16th September 2021

FOLS meeting at The Crispin

Attendees

Jane Stirland

Alan Morris - treasurer

Jo Mitchell -  chair

Sophie Bell

Jenny Lynn – vice chair and social media

Juliette Fraser

Pete Jennings

Previous minutes signed off

Agenda items

1.Treasurer update

£9419 in coffers

2. Elect new committee members

Lizzie Samson is stepping down and Chris is also stepping down as she is now a governor

Juliette Fraser has taken the place of secretary

Proposed by Jo Mitchell

Seconded by Sophie Bell

Juliette needs to send a photo to Jenny

3. Review of previous events

Elf trail (£102 made) – would like to run this again.

Donation rather than fixed price was a good idea.

Elf supplies need to be investigated.

Ask people who had an elf previously to return the elves

Incorporate a quiz in to the trail

Sophie Bell to have a look for a previous quiz she may have at home

Bunny Trail (£29)

Veg competition

Egg competition

Uniform sales (Jane needs assistance with further uniform sales)

4 Discuss upcoming event ideas

Quiz in January/ February

To check if Mr Unwin to help out



Pete Jennings raised the thought of some racing night – thinking October time

Maybe horse/Ferret or snail racing

Sophie Bell suggested a disco night for the parents – a lot of shock and horror from everyone else

Maybe 80s/90s

Alan suggested a  mosh pit in the school

Thinking October  - Friday 15th /Saturday 16th - Alcohol in lieu of donations

Village hall in Ashford might be a venue suggestion

Mr Pete Crease has offered to sort beer out for any event (Jo to message Anna)

Ticketed event.

Need to work out how much the hire of the venue is.

Pupil parliament to be involved in creating the posters

Halloween event suggestion

Dress up event could happen outside of school

Sophie B to ask about hiring of the school hall and whether the school would accept the children

coming dressed up

Oshi’s mum ( Mandy) has said that she was thinking of organising a disco event for the children and

would be happy for FOLS to take any profits “Kids Autumn Disco”

Would have to tell children not to come dressed as any “violent” costumes

Either colour schemes or pumpkins and cats theme

Separate little ones and big ones

£3 + tuck shop

4:45pm -5:45 younger ones (Dahl and Donaldson)

6-7pm for older ones (Morpurgo and Rowling)

Update 17/8 from Miss Bell that the school would prefer an event unrelated to the school  as it sits

more comfortably with the school’s church status

Pyjamas Xmas film night

Screens in classrooms

Need to check the license rules and which films are available

5pm – 6:30pm

December 10th 2021 Friday

Popcorn snacks

£3 for admission

Nearly new sale / Uniform sale

November date  possibly

To check whether this would be possible to do in the school  hall

Jane needs bodies to assist with this – advertising and setting up and clearing up

Help requested on the Whatsapp group

Meeting with school Pupil parliament (school council) /Miss Naylor

Involve the children with all the above projects



Sarah Raybould for Rowling

Amy ? Jennings for Donaldson

Can’t remember who we suggested for Morpurgo and Dahl

Jo to send a message round  with info to see if anyone will volunteer.

5. Cake sales

Parents to donate cakes to sell for the end of school

September 24th

Rowling

12th November

Morpurgo

21st Jan

Dahl

11th March

Donaldson

6 Bazaar

3rd December 2021 provisional date

3:30 – 5pm

Can parents come in and help?

Need to clarify the guidance regarding this

Plan to discuss at a later date when further guidance is out

Things to book – grotto door/ Santa/ Reindeer

Organising hampers and raffles

? Class rep to organise the hamper donations

Elves work shop to organise

7 School wish list

Sophie has created a wish list mood board – showing several different areas

The total cost would be about £2000

Need parents to contribute time ideally

Unanimous vote to pay for the materials.

Recycling facilities to be organised for the school.

Long term plans for the school to gain eco status

Miss Reeves has a request for trikes/scooters which probably need replacing. Need to clarify what

she needs. Storage place would be another ideal



School Panto trip. Kids have missed out on school trips . Cost would be £20/head

Coach alone would be £800

110 children in total (£2220) so if there could be a contribution from FOLS that would be helpful.

Jayne suggested that those pupils who are assisted could be subsidised but other children should

pay. Jo is going to make enquiries regarding other coach companies.

FOLS would rather pay for something more long term than a short term panto visit.

However, we want to contribute so FOLS will give money to those that need it most.

Sophie to feedback how much of the shortfall to cover.

She thinks it will be roughly about £400.

Further next day discussions felt to subsidise the whole school group as £20/head seem reasonably

steep for parents with more than one child at the school. Possibly to subsidise so that each child is

charged £10.

Sophie to look at future topics to see what FOLS might be interested in contributing.

History of world war 2 is next topic

Tim is in need of new iPads - we need to know what the actual needs and requirements are.  Sophie

to feedback the needs to Jo.

Discussions regarding future development of the courtyard area to increase the useful area of the

school

Late additional request from Design and tech 17/9/21

Fully itemised request to update the materials and supplies

£608.24

Unanimous vote in favour of this proposal too

AOB

Nothing as it was too late and everyone was tired. And the pub was closing.

AGM date January 2022

Meeting closed at 22:30


